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Truck Gauge Programmer
Model 817-USB

The SEELEVEL™ 817-USB Truck Gauge Programmer is used to 
program tank calibrations and alarms and to troubleshoot any 
SEELEVEL™ 800 series systems. The USB interface allows tank 
calibration files to be created and stored on a PC computer.

817-USB Features

 ● Convenient hand-held aluminum enclosure helps to avoid 
errors due to interference and static electricity.

 ● The USB port allows tank calibration to be created and 
stored on a PC computer.

 ● Includes 32 memory locations for storing calibration charts 
and can be labeled for easy reference.

 ● Operates on four ordinary alkaline AA’s batteries, field 
replaceable with no memory loss.

 ● Display is backlit for easier viewing. Can be turned on or 
off when needed to conserve the batteries. 

 ● New software format is easy to read and is backwards 
compatible to the previous 817 model.

SEELEVEL™ 817-USB Benefits

Easy to Operate
The programmer is designed to be easily operated by those 
who are unfamiliar with electronics or computers.

Service and Warranty
Our professional and knowledgeable technicians are on-call to 
assist you with any problems you may encounter.  This product  
offers a three-year limited warranty.

Simplify Installation
Simplify calibration to read values in either inches or user-
defined volumes such as cubic meters or barrels.  Also program 
offset values for different sender bar lengths, and configure 
alarm settings.

Software enables easy loading and saving of calibration 
charts on a PC and to transfer from a spreadsheet to the 
817-USB programmer.  

Able to copy from one SEELEVEL™ gauge display to another. 
Copy feature includes and extra entry step to avoid accidental 
erasure of calibration programs.

Diagnostic capability to test the sender bars and displays, and 
measure optical power.

Cost Effective Productivity
The use of an on-site SEELEVEL™ 817-USB Truck Gauge 
Programmer eliminates downtime waiting for factory 
calibration parts and allows easy reprogramming whenever the 
need arises.

The programmer also reduces battery drainage with an auto 
power-off feature after a period of no activity, saving additional 
energy in the field.  

The programmer uses a transistor rather than a relay to 
increase current capability, eliminating sparking, and gauging 
battery power drain.
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